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QUESTION 1

A new media company uses a mobile app to provide news and information services. They utilize Auto Scaling to
add/reduce ECS instances dynamically to address service traffic spikes. 

Based on the estimation of their service and technical personnel the company thinks they require 10 ECS instances
during idle hours and 10 to 20 ECS instances (dynamically adjusted) during some busy hours, which are normally from
07:30 

to 09:00 and from 18:30 to 20:00 In the scaling group; they set the "Minimum number of instances" to 10 and "Maximum
number of instances" to 20. 

To simplify deployment tasks and save costs, which of the following scaling modes should they choose? 

A. Healthy mode 

B. Scheduled mode 

C. Fixed quantity mode 

D. Event-triggered mode 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 2

After creating an RDS for MySQL read-only instance, which of the following CAN NOT be performed by the read-only
instance in RDS management console? 

A. Parameter configuration 

B. Specification change 

C. SQL log auditing 

D. Intranet/Internet switchover 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 3

By using ApsaraDB for RDS to implement read/write splitting, which of the following can be achieved? (Number of
correct answers 2) 

A. Write requests are distributed to multiple instances. 

B. Read requests are distributed to multiple instances. 

C. Read/write requests to the database are separated. 

D. Both read and write requests are distributed to multiple instance 
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Correct Answer: AD 

 

QUESTION 4

You need to create a new ECS instance for a 10-data test. Which of the following billing methods is most cost-
effective? 

A. Pay-AS-You-Go with Savings Plan 

B. Preemptible 

C. Subscription 

D. Pay-As-You-Go 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 5

The backend server pool of an Alibaba Cloud SLB contains multiple ECS instances, which may have different service
capacities. To exploit the different service capacities of backend ECS instances, which of the following statements is
correct? 

A. Choose Weighted Round Robin mode to set higher weights to ECS instances with higher capacities The higher the
weight of the backend ECS instance the higher chance that the instance will receive requests. 

B. SLB cannot assign more requests to certain ECS instances. 

C. Choose Round-Robin model and ECS instances with higher capacities will surely be assigned with more requests. 

D. Choose Weighted Least-Connection mode, and ECS instances with higher capacities will surely be assigned with
more requests. 

Correct Answer: A 
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